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Further Notes on Eurasia (Section I) of ECN 111A 

 

I Algebraic Representation of Transition 

Let augmented labor supply be L* = e(h)hW  where e(h) is efficiency of 

hours worked, h is hours worked and W represents the number of workers 

Let augmented land be La* = qla La  where qla  is a measure of land quality 

 During the Neolithic Revolution: 

 h goes up    and    qla goes up  

As a result P population can increase (as you avoid sharp diminishing 

returns to food input as hunting and gathering gives way to settled 

agriculture with domesticated plants and animals 

 P increases 

Not all ecological niches have the right mix of wild plants and wild animals 

that can be domesticated easily by humans for food input and assistance 

with physical exertion.  

For instance in the Americas there were few easily domesticated wild 

animals. No wild ancestors of goats, sheep, chickens, horses, cattle, pigs 

and the like. Try domesticating an alligator. 

In the Fertile Crescent – today’s Iraq and Syria – there was the right mix of 

easily domesticated plants and animals: wheat for instance; sheep and so 

forth. Around 10,000 BC, after the last major ice age, humans began 

adopting settled agriculture there.  

As their technology spread into Palestine, Egypt, the Mediterranean basin, 

Greece, Italy and northward into today’s Europe settled agriculture 

displaced hunting and gathering populations. 

A similar logic was at work in China: the initial right mix was north of the 

Yellow River; eventually harnessing rice that grows well in Monsoon rain 

conditions settled agriculture displaced hunting and gathering. 
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In India, the initial mix appears to have been in the Northwest, in the Indus 

River basin. From there it spread eastward and southward. 

In the case of North America Indian tribes were displaced and marginalized 

as European ancestral Americans and Canadians pushed settled agriculture 

into the interior. Note the famous example of the “Trail of Tears” associated 

with Andrew Jackson. 

 

II Larger population size leads to: 

 Specialization and division of labor, e(h) grows for some 

Metal working, ceramics, furniture making, house construction, unpaved 

roads 

Eventually writing and numerical counting systems 

Social and political Hierarchy: an extreme case, the caste system in India 

 

III How do you get people to cooperate with one another when population 

size gets large enough? 

Laws  carrots and sticks, punishments, enforcement problem limits 

this solution  

 Ideology Religion broadly conceived 

 Examples of religious ideologies 

1 West: Roman/Greek polytheism and laws enforced by 

appealing to the benevolence of gods through rituals of 

sacrifice gives way to Christian “monotheism” 

Saint Augustine: The City of God and the City of the World 

Separation of religious authority from secular authority 

Faith versus “fact” 
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2 India: Hindu polytheism supporting caste system relying on 

karma; Buddhism and Jainism emerge as ways to escape caste 

system, enlightenment for all 

3 China: Confucianism (family hierarchy mimics the state 

hierarchy, Golden Rule, benevolence of “pure” elites purified by 

study of 5 great books, Mandate of Heaven)  

Taoism and Legalism join Confucianism; Taoism becomes base 

for spread of Buddhism in China; eventually Confucianism, 

Buddhism and Taoism join in neo-Confucianism 

  

IV Steppe Horse Culture Peoples in Central Eurasian Steppes 

  Help carry on trade 

  Precursors to Silk Road 

  Raid, threaten great Neolithic civilizations 

  Trojan War Problem: Using “Barbarians” to fight “Barbarians”. 

 

V Ian Morris Measures of Social, Military, Energy and Literacy 

 Initially Roman Empire most powerful state entity to emerge in the 

Western core zone outstrips China 

 Roman Empire collapses under weight of “Barbarian” invasions: Europe 

becomes highly fragmented, feudalism spreads, city life atrophies, roads 

and aqueducts fall into disuse 

 Theory of purgatory encourages spread of monasteries  

 Western core scores fall 

 Eastern core outstrips Western core  

 Eventually Western zone grows faster than Eastern zone during the 

Medieval Period. Europe accelerates due to borrowing from Islamic areas 
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that monopolize Silk Road trade and due to technological progress in 

precision instrument making, joining scientific theory to practical artisan 

trades 

 

VII Suppose China had colonized the Americas rather than the West? 

 Language? 

 Ideology? 

 Separation of secular and religious spheres? 

 Pacific Ocean versus Atlantic Ocean orientation of trade? 

 Would China have industrialized before the West? Pomeranz hypothesis. 

 

 

  

 

 

 


